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+441625824930 - https://www.chefandbrewer.com/pubs/cheshire/butley-ash/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Butley Ash from Prestbury. Currently, there are 16
courses and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Butley Ash:
while entering, greeted with a warm smile. enthusiastic in the explanation of the available specials that made me
almost change from the steak I had supplied with my sohn ethan. but I kept fast and we both had the sirloin who
was an excellent decision when it was transpired, but I still remained over the lobster that she almost had me to
salivate. ah a good excuse to taste their farewell and extremely pleasant enviro... read more. At Butley Ash in

Prestbury, there are tasty sandwiches, small salads and further snacks for quick hunger, as well as cold and hot
beverages, Moreover, the drinks menu of this gastropub offers a good and especially large assortment of beers

from the region and the world that are definitely worth a try. You can also look forward to scrumptious
vegetarian cuisine, Of course, you also have to try the fine burgers, that come with sides like fries, salads, or

wedges served.
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RISOTTO
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CHEESECAKE
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BAR
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PORK MEAT
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